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Two IT stocks to buy on the next dip; Let’s be a bit more
bullish in FY21 

COVID-19 will create years of work for IT service companies as the world adapts to a new normal.
Tony Featherstone suggests two IT service stocks to buy on the next market pullback. 

Charlie Aitken is optimistic about FY21. The previous financial year, while volatile, has seen solid
double-digit returns generated by investing in a concentrated portfolio of high-quality global equities. 

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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Two IT stocks to buy on the next dip
by Tony Featherstone

 
A CEO had a great comment about COVID-19. When
asked how the pandemic was affecting his business,
he told me: “In this market, companies are either very
busy or very quiet.” 

Black-and-white generalisations are, of course,
dangerous. The late, great Hans Rosling, author of
one of my favourite books, Factfulness, calls this the
“gap instinct”. People simplistically divide data into
two groups. For example, “rich and poor”,
“developed and emerging markets”. 

In doing so, they overlook the majority. Most people
are not rich or poor. They are somewhere in the
middle. Just as most companies are neither super
busy nor super quiet during COVID-19. They are
limping along in the middle, hoping business will pick
up. 

Caveats aside, it is clear that COVID-19 has been a
boon for some companies. Think Netflix and the
millions of extra subscribers it gained during the
pandemic. Or fast-food companies that benefited as
people sought cheap meals. Or JB Hi-Fi as people
bought home-office equipment. 

I suspect some Information Technology (IT) service
companies are also run off their feet as government,
corporate and not-for-profit clients are forced to
change IT systems during COVID-19. No doubt there
is plenty of frantic IT work underway and more
contracts being awarded to IT service providers. 

A friend who works for a large privately–owned IT
service partnership has barely had a day off since the
pandemic began. She told me the business had
consecutive record months thanks to corporate
clients and governments requiring urgent changes to
their IT systems. 

My gymnasium is an example. It has a swanky new
booking platform that shows times, classes and
sections of the gym available. You register, go to the
site, choose your exercise and receive a confirmation
email. It looks like costly IT work has gone into the
site due to COVID-19. 

Yes, investing on the basis of a few anecdotes is
risky. More telling has been recent news reports
attacking State Governments (that’s you, Victoria) for
dishing out dozens of contracts to consultants during
COVID-19. My bet is a lot of them are for new IT
projects. 

The market has picked up on the IT service trend.
Technology One (TNE) has rallied from $6.70 in late
March to almost $9. Data#3 (DTL) is up from $2.64 in
March to $5.14. Integrated Research (IRI) has leapt
from a low of $2.19 to $3.95. DWS is up from 55
cents to almost $1. 

However, after soaring since March, some of these
stocks have retreated in the past month, having run
too far, too fast. Technology One, for example, is
down from a 52-week high of $10.26. That is an
opportunity for portfolio investors with at least a
three-year horizon. 

Make no mistake: COVID-19 will create years of work
for IT service companies. Consider how much IT work
will be needed to reschedule transport system for a
post-pandemic world. Or to help companies sell more
goods online or set people up for home-based work. 

Clearly, COVID-19 is speeding up trends
well-established before the pandemic: e-commerce,
online banking, content streaming, e-learning, remote
working and so on. Faster-than-expected digitisation
of business has to be a multi-year tailwind for quality
IT service companies. 
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My sense is to wait until the next market pullback,
which might be starting as the market digests the bad
economic news from
Victoria’s latest lockdown and buy Technology One
and Data3 at lower prices during a sell-off. 

Technology One (TNE) 

The Queensland company is the pick of the IT service
providers for four reasons.  

First, Technology One (TNE) has been a high-quality
company for a long time. I met its management in the
‘90s (when I edited the old Shares magazine) and
have liked the company ever since. Technology
One’s Return on Equity (ROE) has averaged around
30% for a decade and was 54% in FY19, Morningstar
data shows. Delivering high, rising ROE over a long
period is the trait of exceptional companies.
Technology One’s client-retention rates suggest
service excellence. 

Second, Technology One is less cyclical than most IT
service providers. Many customers are in defensive
sectors: local government, tertiary education, utilities,
charities and healthcare. The company’s results
show it can grow in good and bad economic cycles. 

Third, Technology One is well positioned to pick up
new contracts during COVID-19. Councils,
universities, hospitals and big charities will need
plenty of IT work to respond to the new normal during
and after COVID-19. Imagine the IT work ahead for
universities as more courses are delivered online and
“virtual campuses” are developed. 

Fourth, Technology One’s valuation looks more
appealing after the recent pullback. Still, at $8.99, it is
on a forecast FY20 Price Earnings (PE) ratio of 39
times on Morningstar numbers. The company,
deserving of a valuation premium, has no room for
error. 

The first-half result, delivered in May, was a touch
below some broker expectations. A big second half
will be needed to meet guidance but TNE can get
there if talks about growth in IT work during
COVID-19 turn into more contracts and early
revenue. 

Longer term, TNE has good growth prospects
through acquisitions and if it can expand faster in the
UK (not easy due to the power of incumbent IT firms
there). 

Macquarie Wealth Management has a 12-month price
target of $9.50 for Technology One. Morningstar
values it at $8.50. Depending on which broker firm
you follow, Technology One looks like it is trading just
above or below fair value. 

In a market rife with overvalued tech companies –
many of which are nowhere near the quality of
Technology One – trading near fair value is relatively
attractive in this sector. Particularly if you believe, like
me, that there has been a lot more IT work in the past
few months – and will be in the next 12-18 months –
as corporates, governments and NFPs adapt to
COVID-19. 

Chart One: Technology One (TNE) 

 

Source: ASX 

Data#3 (DTL) 

Data#3 stands out among smaller IT service stocks.
Like Technology One, Data#3 has come off in the last
few weeks after soaring in the second quarter. It is
down from a $6.07 high. 

Also headquartered in Queensland, Data#3 provides
a range of IT products and services. Like Technology
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One, Data#3 has had a high ROE (above 30%) for a
decade. Excellent cash flow, no debt and a consistent
record of rising dividends are other attractions. 

Data#3 had a cracking half-year FY20 result in
February. Revenue rose almost 12% to $719 million
and earnings-per-share (EPS) and the
dividend-per-share (DPS) leapt 41%. Digital
transformation and cloud-based IT projects fuelled
the growth. 

If Data#3 was benefiting from digital-transformation
work before COVID-19 (large companies prioritising
digitisation in their strategy), it should do even better
after the pandemic. More business than ever will be
done online, requiring investment in
digital-transformation projects. 

Then there is the convergence of IT and operational
technology, cybersecurity, artificial intelligence and
robotics, big data and online customer experience –
long-term tailwinds that Data3 noted in its interim
result. 

Like Technology One, Data#3 ran too far, too fast in
the second-quarter rally and needed a pullback.
Data#3’s valuation, too, is challenging. At $5.14, it is
on a trailing PE of about 43 times on Morningstar
numbers, although that should fall given expected
EPS growth this year. 

Data#3 has been a good company for a long time. It
is not widely covered by brokers and does not have
the market profile of Technology One. But it offers
better quality – thanks to an excellent customer base
and high proportion of long-term, contracted work –
than many small-cap tech stocks. 

Chart 2: Data#3 (DTL) 

 

Source: ASX 

Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor
of BRW, Shares and Personal Investor magazines.
The information in this article should not be
considered personal advice. It has been prepared
without considering your objectives, financial situation
or needs. Before acting on information in this article
consider its appropriateness and accuracy regarding
your objectives, financial situation and needs. Do
further research of your own and/or seek personal
financial advice from a licensed adviser before
making any financial or investment decisions based
on this article. All prices and analysis at 8 July 2020.
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Let’s be a bit more bullish in FY21
by Charlie Aitken

 
As another financial year has come to an end, one
that has seen unprecedented volatility, I thought I’d
pen some thoughts today on what I see ahead in the
new financial year. 

I’ve been in this game long enough that I remember I
was quite excited when I started writing strategy
about FY00, a good two decades ago. How time flies
but the basics of sensible investment don’t change. 

I fully understand the two major concerns people
have. A second wave of COVID-19 leading to further
shutdowns of the economy and US-China relations
further deteriorating in a US Presidential election
year. 

As Morgan Stanley’s global head of macro strategy
Matt Hornbach notes: “One word comes to mind
when most investors consider prospects for the
V-shaped recovery: Doubt. Investors aren’t alone in
this assessment. Most politicians and central bankers
around the world share the concern….” 

This investor doubt fits, psychologically, into the
“Early Stage Recovery” phase of the market cycle.
Perceived scarcity of “abundant bargains”, due to
central bank action, only exacerbates the doubt. The
V-shaped recovery we expect should help investors
transition into a mid-stage bull market mindset for risk
assets by year-end. 

However, these “doubts” are widely known,
expressed by record cash levels and the chart below. 

 

Yes, S&P 500 Index futures net shorts are the largest
in nine years. This downside hedging is done by
professional money managers and also clearly
expresses their “doubts” about the sustainability of
this rally, let alone it continuing meaningfully higher. 

Similarly, many prominent investors have expressed
their bearishness publicly which potentially suggests
their lack of exposure to this recovery. 

Quite frankly, it’s been the shortest “bear market” in
history, around 5 days, and yet there is very, very
little public bullishness except for the odd-day trading
Twitter commentator and my old friend Peter Switzer. 

While the doubts linger, the data has been coming
through stronger. 

Morgan Stanley’s Global high frequency activity
tracker: “The recovery is broadening out: Over the
last two weeks, there has been a more broad-based
improvement in growth trends around the world. More
economies have now joined in the recovery and more
indicators within each economy are also improving.
High frequency indicators suggest that we are seeing
a further acceleration in growth in June as compared
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to May.” 

Indeed, the Morgan Stanley Business Conditions
Index continued its rebound in June, rising 35 points
to a level of 87, its highest level since September
2009. Although labour and capex measures remain
soft, more than three-quarters of analysts in this
survey are now reporting improved business
conditions.  

  

And, these charts are becoming more familiar. See
Philly Fed print as one example below. Notably,
Morgan Stanley’s June ISM tracker sits at 53.1 (vs
consensus 48.5) – above 50 for first time since Feb.  

  

Morgan Stanley think that this cycle is more normal
than appreciated. Weak-but-improving data, light
positioning and risk premiums are all supportive, but
especially for many strategies that have historically
worked after the lows in economic data. Recent
upside surprises in economic data give us continued
optimism around a V-shaped economic recovery. 

Arguably the more pertinent question to ask yourself
about the new financial year is ‘am I too bearish?”
What if we do see a V-shaped economic recovery
that drives down the most lagging of lagging
economic indicators, the unemployment rate? 

Under that scenario equities will beat EVERYTHING
and all those hiding in cash and shorts will be the
underperforming materially as we have seen since
the March 23rd lows. 

You can also see that despite upticks in COVID-19
cases in some jurisdictions, governments are moving
forward with opening their economies. I personally
highly doubt it’s possible to head back into full
lockdown and get compliance from the population. 

Secondly, you also saw clear evidence President
Trump DOESN’T want another fight with China that
in any way drags down Wall St. He very quickly
corrected statements attributed to his team when US
equity futures were down -2% in Asian trading. The
President’s tweet saw US equity futures recover to
be up. 

With the monetary and fiscal taps turned fully on, the
world starting to reopen, economic data
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recovering, and the likelihood of a COVID-19 vaccine
being developed – what do we do with portfolios? 

My view is you never move away from the highest
quality structural growth stocks globally, such as my
largest investment Microsoft which is currently at an
all-time high over US$200, yet at the margin if I am
deploying cash I am tilting/rotating it towards super
high quality companies with a more cyclical element. 

In a global context that means adding to consumer
facing names such as Nike, Coca-Cola Company,
Heineken, Mastercard, and Berkshire Hathaway,
while trimming a little of stay at home winners such as
Amazon and Netflix which have been wonderful for
our portfolio over FY20. 

I don’t believe in growth or value as such, I believe in
investing in quality, and quality can have different
attributes and leverages to an economic cycle. 

In an Australian context I want to reiterate what I
wrote a few weeks back. 

“If I ran Australian money I would be increasing my
holdings in all four large cap Australian banks
(ANZ,CBA,NAB, WBC), increase my holdings in
discretionary retailers, led by Wesfarmers (Bunnings),
JB Hi-Fi (JBH), Harvey Norman (HVN) and
even Scentre Group (SCG) as people will return to
shopping malls. 

The final sector I would increase my holdings in
would in those will exposure to would be those with
exposure to infrastructure construction. Those include
Seven Group Holdings SVW (Caterpillar, Coates
Hire, 10% stake in Boral), Boral BLD itself before it
exits its trouble North American business and
becomes a pure play Australian exposure, and Lend
Lase LLC… Perhaps it’s time to sell the defensive
infrastructure play Transurban (TCL) to fund rotation
to cyclical infrastructure construction plays.” 

All the Global and Australian businesses I mention
above have high quality, high barrier to entry assets
and will re-rate as we see evidence of economic
recovery. 

I’m optimistic about FY21. The previous financial
year, while volatile, has seen solid double-digit

returns generated by investing in a concentrated
portfolio of high-quality global equities. We have
positive momentum as we enter FY21 and I believe
you will see that positive momentum lead to a
broadening of the equity rally to include high quality
cyclicals. 

Right now, investors have record cash levels and
there’s the largest short position in S&P500 futures
since the GFC. We also have record low interest
rates, record money printing by central banks and
record government fiscal stimulus. The world is being
flooded with liquidity. 

Imagine what could happen if a COVID-19 vaccine
was discovered under the settings above? Yes,
market melt up. 

Equity markets look forward and I think they’re right
in looking through the worst of the COVID-19
economic and earnings impacts and focusing on the
brighter future that most likely lies ahead. 

Let’s see what comes, but I agree with Peter Switzer
and Morgan Stanley: buy the equity market dips when
they come and tilt a little towards cyclicals while never
compromising on quality. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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A pandemic paradox: why is the economy down
but stocks are up?
by Percy Allan

 
Here’s the conundrum – the June quarter of 2020
witnessed the worst economic slump since the
1930’s great depression, yet at the same time
recorded the biggest jump in share indices for any
quarter in more than two decades.

The answer to this riddle lies in a simple truth – share
markets don’t reflect the present let alone the
past but try to anticipate the future. Since the nadir of
this crash on the March 23, the prevailing view is that
the worst of the pandemic is over for the global
economy. Yes, there might be second, third or fourth
waves, but these should be better contained and
won’t stop industry reopening. For instance, US
manufacturing is rebounding quickly. See charts
below.

The latest IMF world economic outlook is that this
year will be the worst since the great depression of
the 1930s, but thanks to official stimulus measures
and pandemic controls global activity will bounce
back in 2021. This view is also shared by local
economists who in a recent newspaper poll thought
the worst would be over by the June quarter 2020.
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This assumes any future lockdowns will be localised.
Foreign arrivals in quarantine will be guarded by
police or soldiers, not lax security guards. Social
isolation will be left to retirees who collect dividends,
but don’t generate earnings.  

As long as intensive care units are not overrun with
COVID-19 patients there will be no general shutdown,
though strict social distancing will be enforced and
the wearing of masks on public transport and in lifts
may become mandatory. Like the flu (that each year
hospitalises about 18,000 and kills 1,500 to 3,000
Australians) we will have to live with COVID-19 until a
vaccine is found, which could be 18 months or longer
off.  

In the meantime, any industry dependent on
immigration or foreign tourism is listless. Instead
domestic tourism will boom. We will all get to know
the Australian outback and coastal regions better.  

Market Analysis  

Financial year 2019/20 posted the worst market
return since 2012. The All Ords share price index
between Friday 28 June 2019 and Tuesday 30 June
2020 fell from almost 6,700 to 6,000; a drop of 10.4%.
The flash crash from its high of 7,155 on the
20 February to its low of 4,464 on the 23 March wiped
36.2% off its value. The All Ords index as of last
Friday had recovered 62% of the ground it lost in the
crash. 

Note also that the recent market crash and rebound
demonstrated the greatest market volatility in the 50
year history of the All Ords index.

On a short to medium-term perspective, the All Ords
came close to going bearish at the start of last week,
but then picked up momentum to reconfirm the rally
it’s enjoyed for the last 15 weeks. Note the red
10-day trend line continues to surpass the blue
30-day trend line and the index’s momentum while
still negative is now green and improving.

On a medium to long-term horizon, the All Ords is still
in a bear market.  Observe that its 30- day trend
line (red) remains below its 300-day trend line in
blue (though the gap is narrowing) and its Coppock
momentum oscillator (green) is still heading south
and in negative territory. Until the Coppock reverses
direction and heads north we can’t be sure the bear
market is over.
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As for July it’s typically the best month of the year for
share markets. See chart below which shows the
seasonal pattern for America’s S&P500 share price
index since 1928.

This monthly pattern is also true for the Australian All
Ords index over the last twenty years as shown by
the chart below.

The next chart shows that over those two decades
the All Ords did better than the S&P 500 between
June and August.

Source: 
https://charts.equityclock.com/all-ordinaries-seasonal-
chart 

Next Wave? 

Reinforcing the market’s rally is the fact that the US
Federal Reserve is leading the charge to reflate asset
markets. The chart below shows that its balance
sheet will expand by more than QE1, 2 and 3
combined. In other words, digital printing of money is
happening on an unprecedented scale. Little wonder
modern monetary theorists are advocating the
scrapping of taxes since money creation is easier and
less painful.

But monetary hawks are warning that with production
supply lines disrupted by the pandemic and trade
tensions with China worsening the world is on the
cusp of stagflation – too much money chasing too few
goods and services. In other words low economic
growth combined with increased price inflation.  

Most economists don’t buy this argument because
inflation so far has remained subdued
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notwithstanding a decade of QE (“quantitative
easing”) by the world’s major central banks (USA,
Europe, Japan and Britain).  

Global Annual Consumer Price Inflation Rate %
(IMF DataMapper)

If the future is stagflation, that would be bad for
stocks. The last time that happened was the 1970s
when the CPI went up by over 100% and the S&P500
stock index swung sideways for a decade. See chart
below. Only health care, food, energy, utilities and
gold thrived in this period.

Source: 
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4197655-how-to-prep
are-your-portfolio-for-stagflation 

Should stagflation be around the corner we are not
there yet. Indeed the immediate threat to Australia is
deflation as income support measures (JobKeeper,
Job Seeker) and repayment deferrals (business
loans, home mortgages, retail and dwelling rents and
utility charges) expire in late September.  Hopefully
the Federal Treasurer’s economic and fiscal update
on the 23rd July 2020 will abate fears of an economic

cliff awaiting Australia.

Bull versus Bear  

Lance Roberts of Real Investment Advice sums up
the Bull and Bear cases as follows: 

As I have said before Lance Roberts has been
bearish since the market started recovering in late
March. On fundamentals he is correct, markets
remain overvalued notwithstanding most still being
well below their highs of 20 February, 2020. But the
clarion call of brokers is “there is no alternative”
since Australian shares still deliver average dividends
of 4.2% (with a forward estimate of 3.2%) whereas
bank term deposits and government bonds yield at
best only 1.0%.  That’s what’s driving retail investors
into shares. 

As for whether the market is safe or dangerous I will
continue to watch its actual trend and momentum
rather than engage in a guessing game between bulls
and bears. As stated above the current short to
medium-term pulse of the market is bullish whereas
the medium to long-term position remains bearish. 

As always this is economic and market analysis, not
trading or investment advice.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
In the good books 

THE REJECT SHOP (TRS) was upgraded to
Overweight from Underweight by Morgan Stanley 

Morgan Stanley assesses The Reject Shop is a
leader in a fragmented market, a niche that has
proved to be large and profitable in other global
markets. Still the business has been under-earning
and the broker suspects a simplified strategy and new
management will be the positive catalyst. Morgan
Stanley acknowledges measuring earnings growth is
problematic as the starting point is either negative or
very small. Hence, it is the long-term potential that is
evaluated. The broker upgrades to Overweight
from Equal-weight. Target is raised to $10.00 from
$2.60. Industry view: In Line. 

THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP (SGR) was
upgraded to Buy from Neutral by Citi 

Citi believes the outlook for domestic casinos is
robust as they re-open on schedule with limited
restrictions. The broker forecasts JobKeeper will
boost first half margins as wages are subsidised
during the early stages of the re-opening. Citi
upgrades Star Entertainment to Buy from Neutral,
envisaging more share price upside in the near term.
Target is raised to $3.50 from $3.10. 

In the not-so-good books 

ADBRI (ABC) was downgraded to Hold from
Accumulate by Ord Minnett and to Sell from Buy
by UBS 

Alcoa will not be renewing its lime supply contract
with Adbri, set to expire on June 30, 2021. Ord
Minnett notes the loss from this will be -70m in
revenue or about 40% of the lime business. Earnings

forecasts have been lowered by -19% by FY22. The
broker sees risk of more volume loss, price resets
and import threats and has reduced its rating to Hold
from Accumulate with the target price reducing to
$2.70 from $3. 

UBS downgrades to Sell from Buy and lowers the
target to $2.00 from $2.82 The broker had expected
that the lime division would be stable, but the loss of
the Alcoa contract has now affected this view. The
broker is concerned about the company’s inability to
renegotiate the contract and price & quality are likely
to have played a part. However, UBS points out Adbri
has a dominant position in lime and this may have
been a contributing factor to Alcoa seeking a new
source. 

AFTERPAY (APT) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie 

The pandemic has accelerated Afterpay’s growth with
sales momentum showing up through a jump of 127%
in the June quarter, driven by scaling of the business
in three markets. Macquarie expects strong
subscriber growth to underpin sales growth. The
company’s ability to scale quickly gives it a
competitive advantage, highlights the broker. There is
uncertainty in forecasting an emerging model, admits
the broker and downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform with the target price increasing to $70
from $36. This reflects increased long-term gross
merchandise value (GMV) assumptions and the
capital raising. 

ASX (ASX) was downgraded to Sell from Neutral
by UBS 

UBS notes heightened market volatility has benefited
ASX in two main areas in the second half, cash equity
turnover and capital raisings. Trends elsewhere have
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been softer, with reduced activity across futures
volumes and equity derivatives. Given delays to the
CHESS replacement, now slated for April 2022,
project expenditure remains elevated over the near
term. With a more moderate medium-term growth
outlook, UBS downgrades to Sell from Neutral. Target
is raised to $75.00 from $68.50. 

BHP GROUP (BHP) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Credit Suisse 

Credit Suisse believes the recent appreciation in the
share price means the risk/reward is balanced and
downgrades to Neutral from Outperform. The broker
still regards the balance sheet as robust and
envisages little risk to dividends. However, yields are
considered no longer attractive enough to serve as a
trigger to push the stock higher. Target is reduced to
$37 from $39. 

COCA-COLA AMATIL (CCL) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse 

Credit Suisse observes early signs consumers are
seeking value in the beverage category. Discounted
water volumes have started to grow again. The
broker is also concerned about the short-term impact
of the renewed lockdown in Victoria. Until the
uncertainty around the operating performance clears,
Credit Suisse downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform. 

CROWN RESORTS (CWN) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by Citi 

Citi believes the outlook for domestic casinos is
robust as they re-open on schedule with limited
restrictions. The broker forecasts JobKeeper will
boost first half margins as wages are subsidised
during the early stages of the re-opening. Crown
Resorts is downgraded to Neutral from Buy because
of relative valuation and the risk of further delays in
the re-opening of Melbourne. Target is raised to
$10.00 from $8.20. 

DOMINO’S PIZZA ENTERPRISES (DMP) was
downgraded to Hold from Accumulate by Ord
Minnett and to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie 

Even though Domino’s Pizza Enterprises continues
to enjoy strong performance drivers, Ord Minnett is of
the opinion the strong share price performance (an
increase of 34% versus the ASX100 falling by -9.7%
since January 1) reduces its valuation support.
Earnings forecasts for FY20-21 have been upgraded
by 4% and 7% on account of higher same-store sales
growth and higher net store numbers. The broker
highlights the company is performing well in Australia
and New Zealand. Ord Minnett downgrades its rating
to Hold from Accumulate with the target price
increasing to $70 from $57.50. 

Analysts at Macquarie observe consumer
discretionary stocks have significantly outperformed
in Australia as trading restrictions have seen
consumer spending on services switch to goods.
Meanwhile, strong fiscal stimulus programs and
incentives to retain employees will gradually unwind
leaving current valuations vulnerable to a derating,
the analysts believe. They have downgraded
Domino’s Pizza to Neutral from Outperform. Target
$66.10, unchanged. 

JB HI-FI (JBH) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie 

Analysts at Macquarie observe consumer
discretionary stocks have significantly outperformed
in Australia.They have downgraded JB Hifi to Neutral
from Outperform. Target $41, unchanged. 

LENDLEASE GROUP (LLC) was downgraded to
Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett 

Ord Minnett reduces construction EBITDA forecasts
in aggregate by -$200m for FY21 and FY22. This
assumes productivity has not returned to
pre-pandemic levels for the US business. The broker
downgrades to Hold from Buy and lowers the target
to $13.50 from $14.00. The business is
well-positioned from a capital perspective, in the
broker’s view, having raised equity and sold $500m
in settlement revenue at One Sydney Harbour
development as well as settling the sale of 25% of the
project after June 30. 

MAGELLAN FINANCIAL GROUP (MFG) was
downgraded to Neutral from Buy by Citi 
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Citi has downgraded to Neutral from Buy, while
remaining attracted to Magellan Financial’s positive
leverage to equity markets, its solid investment
performance on top of strong net cash generation, but
it’s time for a pause in the share price rally,
apparently. The analysts have taken the opportunity
to lift earnings estimates (noticeably) and this has
pushed up the price target to $66 from $40. The new
target includes a 10% valuation premium for the
potential growth into retirement income, the analysts
explain. 

SIMS (SGM) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse 

Credit Suisse reviews the earnings drivers and
revises down earnings forecasts for the second half
of FY20. A more conservative outlook is also adopted
for FY21/22. The broker’s forecasts are based on
weakness in scrap prices and soft US peer results.
The pricing and volume backdrop needs to turn
around to signal a buying opportunity. Hence, Credit
Suisse downgrades to Neutral from Outperform.
Target is reduced to $7.95 from $9.10. 

WESFARMERS (WES) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie 

Analysts at Macquarie observe consumer
discretionary stocks have significantly outperformed
in Australia. They have downgraded Wesfarmers to
Neutral from Outperform. Target $44.50, unchanged. 

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stockbrokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. Important: This content has
been prepared without taking account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of
any particular individual. It does not constitute formal
advice. Consider the appropriateness of the
information in regard to your circumstances.
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Questions of the Week
by Paul Rickard

 
1. Infigen Energy (IFN) is currently a takeover
target with IFN’s board recently recommending
shareholders accept Iberdrola’s latest offer of
$0.89 share. Closing Date of the offer is 30 July.
IFN is however trading on the ASX at $0.92 per
share. Does this suggest market believes there
may be a further offer? What advice would you
offer shareholders?

Infigen Energy (IFN) is one of the largest renewable
energy generators in Australia. The Philippine owned
UAC Energy launched a takeover offer at 80c per
share in early June, which was then followed by an
offer (with Infigen Board support) by the Spanish
owned Iberdrola at 86c per share. UAC then declared
its offer unconditional, and Iberdrola raised its offer to
89c. 

Notwithstanding that the Infigen board is supporting
Iberdrola’s bid of $0.89 per share, I would probably
take no action as the other party (UAC Energy), who
started the bidding war, owns a blocking stake
(13.4% of the company). That’s why the shares are
trading on the ASX at 92c – the market thinks that
there is a chance of an improved bid. 

Your downside is only 3 cents because if Iberdrola’s
bid becomes unconditional and they look like
succeeding, they will want to mop up all
shareholders. One caveat to this – this is not like a
normal company where you can press a number of
levers to drive profitability – this is a utility company
operating in a very regulated industry, so I wouldn’t
necessarily be expecting another bid at that big a
premium to the current offer. 

2. On ABC radio and some other media in the
morning, they talk about the ASX SPI futures
being down 60 points or the futures market
pointing to a loss of one percent when the ASX

opens. Could you explain what this means?

In addition to the ASX for actual shares, there is a
futures market. The main contract it trades is the ASX
SPI or share price index. It is a cash settled contract
based on the actual level of the S&P/ASX 200 index.
It trades in calendar quarters and settles on the third
Thursday of the quarter. So at the moment the market
is trading a September contract, where open
contracts will be cash settled based on the actual
level of the S&P/ASX 200 on Thursday 17
September. 

There are two trading sessions each day. The first
matches and overlaps the ASX (trades from 9.50am
to 4.30pm), and the second is an overnight session
that runs from 5.10pm to 7.00am the next day. 

Commentators in the morning are referring to the
overnight session. So, if the SPI contract has lost 60
points between where it closed at 4.30pm the
previous day and 7.00am that morning, there is a
strong chance that the ASX will open around 60
points down. In the overnight session, you get
institutions, brokers and other professionals trading.
They are hedging positions and looking at Wall
Street, commodity markets, actions by international
fund managers and economic news. 

Would you like your share questions answered by
Paul Rickard? Submit your question here.  

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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